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Hepplewhite used curved lines more freely than his contempo-
raries. In chairbacks, seat frames, arms of chairs, tambour writ-
ing desks, French sofas, tables, the serpentine fronts of sideboards,
and other wall pieces the lines were nearly always curved. The
plain, reeded, or fluted legs of his furniture were straight and
tapered, more often square than round, and usually had spade or
thimble feet, or none at all.
Hepplewhite concentrated his ornament on chairbacks, which
were often shield-shaped hollows broken in a great variety of
ways, with motifs such as the Prince of Wales' plumes, a sheaf
of wheat, or the draped urn and lyre. Other shapes for chair-
backs were interlaced hearts, ovals, hoops, or ladders. Since the
central part of the chairback did not reach to the seat rail but
was supported by two curved members, some designers feel that
his chairs are weak at that point. His armchairs are notable for
the graceful line extending from the back leg or the front leg into
the arm. The wing chair was. a Hepplewhite favorite. See pages
87, 90, and 476.
It is said that Hepplewhite was not at his best when making
larger case furniture, but his smaller objects were exquisite. Pole
screens, washstands, and small tables were among his best creations.
Hepplewhite or Shearer was responsible for the modern side-
board. It was one of these men who first joined together the
three-part arrangement that Adam designed; however, both Sher-
aton and Hepplewhite improved the original sideboard design. It
is possible to distinguish between the sideboards of these two men,
because the fronts of Hepplewhite's sideboards were concave to-
wards the corners, whereas the fronts of Sheraton's were convex,
giving more room inside. Hepplewhite designed fine sofas up-
holstered in horsehair cloth of subtle colors, striped or checked.
These sofas had six or eight legs, with bowed or arched backs, or
chairbacks, Hepplewhite also made the following pieces with
beauty and variety in size and design: chests of drawers with tall
French feet, long bookcases in three sections, secretaries, tambour
writing desks, wardrobes, dressers, cases for grandfather clocks,
and slender four-poster beds.	. /
The fabrics which he favored most were horsehair cloth, moire,
' and damasks for upholstering; printed cottons, linens, and delicate
silks for hangings. The colors were usually rather delicate,

